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T H E F I R S T 36 P A G E S O F T H I S B O O K
G I V E Y O U T H E S I X T H E D I T I O N OF

The Story
OF A

FATHER and SON
OR

“Unscrewing the Inscrutable"’
with the cartoons that first appeared in the
Sterling Elliott Bicycle Catalog ofi 1888

Speaking of this booklet, the editor of Printed
Selling said, “It is our candidate for the adver
tising Hall of Fame and it may well turn out
to be the most famous piece of printed selling
in the History of Selling.”

H armon E lliott

S terling E lliott

1887

1852-1922

-

Together this Father and Son decided that metal address
plates to be used with addressing machines by office girls could
and should be made obsolete because of their excessive weight,
bulk, high cost and labor wasting complication and the fact
that the constant handling of sheet metal both hurts and soils
the hands of office girls. In 1896 Sterling Elliott invented and
made the world’s first metal framed address plates and from
1900 to 1910 The Elliott Addressing Machine Company made
and sold many millions of them.
Then, together the Elliotts perfected a typewriter stencible,
legible non-metallic combination Index Address Card, plasticpermeated to make it more durable than a metal address plate.
Since Sterling Elliott’s death in 1922, Harmon Elliott has
added to Sterling Elliott’s 42 Addressing Equipment Patents
112 Patented Addressing Equipment inventions so outstanding
that with only 1/10 of the salesmen and 1/10 of the advertising
of competition, Elliott Address Cards and the Elliott Addressing
Machines that print their addresses through them are preferred
by all who compare them thoroughly with their competition.
We have purposely made this Booklet as brief and interesting
as possible and have put more detailed descriptions in the nine
publications listed on the inside Back Cover.

[2 ]

An Invention That Will Live Forever

automobile
manufacturer
knows that his
automobile steering mech
anism was invented by
Sterling Elliott in 1887
for this four-wheeled rub
ber-tired quadricycle.
But very few automo
bile manufacturers know
that the Sterling Elliott
steering mechanism
(which made the automobile possible) was invented be
cause Mrs. Sterling Elliott rode this Elliott quadricycle
around a dance floor.
Here is the story:
In 1887 Sterling Elliott built a large hall with a hard
wood floor in which people could learn to ride his bicycles.
One night the Elliott employees had a dance party in
this hall and waxed the floor for dancing.
The next day when this quadricycle made turns on this
waxed floor a loud screeching noise was caused by its
hard rubber tires.
Sterling Elliott’s study of the cause of that screeching
noise resulted in an invention so simple and yet so perfect
that it will live forever.
To understand this invention you must first understand
the difference between the front axle of a horse-drawn
vehicle and the front axle of an automobile.

E
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v e r y

With a horse-drawn ve
hicle the shafts and front
axle turn with the horse.
But Sterling Elliott’s
quadricycle had a non
turning front axle and he
discovered that when
making a turn with a non
turning front axle the two
front wheels must be
turned a different amount.
When turning to the
left, the left front wheel
must turn more than the
right front wheel, because
the left front wheel must
travel in a smaller circle
than the right front wheel.
But when turning to the
right, the right front wheel
must turn more than the
left front wheel because
the problem is now re
versed and it is the right
front wheel that must
travel the smaller circle.

[4 ]

Other bicycle manufacturers said this problem could
not be solved, so they manufactured three-wheeled veloc
ipedes with only one front wheel to be steered.
We will now “unscrew
the inscrutable” and tell
you how Sterling Elliott
solved this problem.
He tied a string to the
door knob of a swinging
door and pulled the string
exactly 12 inches at right
angles to the wall, and
noticed that the door had
opened 12H inches,
Then, still pulling the string at right angles to the
wall, he pulled it another 2 inches, and noticed that the
door had opened another 13% inches.
The fact that the door
opened 13% inches on the
second 12-inch pull and
had only opened 1218
inches on the first 12-inch
pull, revealed a solution
of the problem to Sterling
Elliott’s keen mind.
[5]

But to explain his idea
to his associates he used
two swinging doors.
He first tied these doors
together while the doors
were parallel, like this—

He then swung them to
the left, like this —

He then swung them to
the right, like this, and
said, “You see if you tie
them together when they
are parallel they both
swing exactly the same
amount.”

[6 ]

He then shortened the
string so that the doors
were at an angle to each
other, like this —

Then he pulled the left
door to the left and called
attention to the fact that
the string had pulled the
right door further to the
left than he had pulled the
left door.

Then he pulled the right
door to the right and the
string pulled the left door
further to the right than
he had pulled the right
door.
[7 ]

His next step was to set the steering arms of his quadricycle front wheels at an angle to each other (like the pan
try doors) and fasten them to each other with a metal tie
rod (just as his doors had been fastened to each other by
the string).
His front axle construction looked like this:

And when his steering
wheel pulled the metal
tie rod to the right, his
wheels now did just
what his swinging doors
had done and the left
front wheel turned more
to the left than the right
front wheel.
And when his tie rod
was pulled to the left,
the right front wheel
turned more to the
right than the left front
wheel.

[8 ]

Every problem of the four-wheel automobile chassis —
such as the non-turning front axle, differential rear axle,
self-equalizing brakes, two-wheel steering mechanism,
and ability to keep all four wheels in contact with the
road regardless of the road’s surface — was solved by
this Sterling Elliott quadricycle.
This Elliott quadricycle was conceived in 1886, per
fected in 1887, and its patent application was filed July
16th, 1888, and United States Patent No. 442,663 was
granted to Sterling Elliott on Dec. 16th, 1890.
That Sterling Elliott was the inventor of the auto
mobile chassis is proved by the fact that Duryea, Haynes,
Stanley, and other early automobile manufacturers paid a
royalty to this Sterling Elliott Patent No. 442,663.
[9]

View of the present extensive work, showing side tracks, etc.

View in the “assembling” room.

The First Machine
That Ever Tied a Knot

Sterling Elliott did not invent the first
sewing machine, he invented a machine that required vastly more inventive skill than the sewing
machine, for a sewing machine was only an evolution of
the loom and simply weaved the bobbin thread through
the loops of thread which the needle pushed through the
cloth.
What would you think
of a sewing machine that
could automatically tie a
square knot like this after
it had finished a job of
sewing?
Sterling Elliott spent
nine years perfecting this
pamphlet stitching ma
chine. It not only stitched
although

pamphlets but tied the thread
automatically on each pam
phlet.

When the great Thomas
Edison saw this machine,
he wrote a letter to Ster
ling Elliott and invited
him to come to Menlo
Park, saying: “I want to
shake the hand of a gen
ius.”
But before Sterling Elliott invented this knot-tying ma-
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chine, he had to invent this new and much simpler way to
tie a double square knot.
Sterling Elliott humorously complimented the preach
ing of William Savage of the First UnitaPosition 7 rian Church of Watertown, Mass., saying
it was during one of William Savage’s
sermons one Sunday morning while he
sat in his high walled box pew experi
menting with a piece of string that he
learned to tie the knot in this new and
A simple loop. simple way.
Today in the U. S. A. pamphlets are
Position 2 fastened together with wire staples in
stead of thread. But Sterling Elliott’s
famous pamphlet stitching and tying ma
chines are still extensively made and used
in England.
Loop X has
been laid
back on AA.

Position 3

Position 4

Position 5

Thread BB has
been brought
through both
loops.

Loop X is
brought over to
its original
position again.

And the knot
is completed.

[ 13]

All work is painted “on the spot” by our “special artist.”

All work built at this establishment is subjected to the most severe tests
and any part found defective is promptly thrown out.

Sterling Elliott Invented
the Low-Wheeled Trotting Sulky
shows the
first pneumat
ic-tired bicycle
built by Sterling
Elliott at Watertown,
Mass., in 1894. It
sold for SI 15.00.

T

hi s

And this shows a trotting horse with the trotting sulky
that was used prior to 1894.

In 1894 Sterling Elliott visited the old Waltham, Mass.,
horse trotting races, and, after watching these high
wheeled iron-tired sulkies “shimmy” as they came around
the turns, Sterling Elliott went to Bud Doble and told him
f 16]

he would take the two wheels from an Elliott bicycle
and build for him this sulky that would enable horses to
trot faster.

Encyclopedias record the fact that with this Sterling
Elliott trotting sulky Bud Doble in 1895 drove the world’s
champion trotting mare, “Nancy Hanks,” against her
own time for the one mile trotting record, and this new

sulky enabled her to lower her own world's record by more than
seven seconds.

The demand for Elliott low-wheeled pneumatic-tired
trotting sulkies was so great that the Elliott factory ceased
the manufacture of bicycles until the sulkies of the world
were replaced with this new Elliott invention.
The great agnostic, Robert G. Ingersoll, prosecuted
this Elliott sulky patent and charged Sterling Elliott
$1,000.00 per day for his eloquence in court.
When commenting on the number of feet per second
that “Nancy Hanks” had traveled, Ingersoll remarked
to Elliott, “That was a hell of a fast gait.”
Sterling Elliott said, “I thought you did not believe in
a hell.”
Ingersoll smiled and replied, “ I don’t, but the more I
see of some people, the more I realize the need of a hell.”
[ 17]

Scene on the coast of South Africa. Natives gathering and loading leaves
of the plant (ttoille), to be used in the manufacture of
Elliott's Rubber Bicycle Tires.

S

Elliott Invented and Discarded
Metal Address Plates

E lliott invented the metal fram ed address
plate with a changeable address section in which the
addresses were punched with noisy Hand Lever and
Electric Dial and Keyboard Punching Machines. And
for many years all Elliott Address Cards had metal
frames.
terling

This picture shows the metal parts that Sterling
Elliott made unnecessary when he made Elliott Address
Cards in one piece of non-metallic material in which
addresses can be stenciled by typists with typewriters.
More than 20,000 addressing machine owners have
changed from metal address plates to Elliott non-metallic
[ 19]

address plates and enthusiastically tell of the light weight,
cleanliness, compactness, better addresses, visibility, du
rability and time, labor and money savings that Elliott
addressing equipment has given them.
We guarantee that every Elliott Address Card will print
10,000 perfect addresses because in an official test by the
United States Bureau of Standards an Elliott Address
Card printed 200,000 addresses.
The addressing machine industry is unique because
there are only three different kinds of addressing ma
chines and a comprehensive choice is therefore not diffi
cult to make.
First, the Elliott method of squeezing a stencil and
form to be addressed between an inked rubber roll and
a metal platen as shown on page 32.
Second, the metal address plate method of squeezing
an ink ribbon between an embossed metal addressed
plate and the form to be addressed.
Third, wetting the form to be addressed W’ith liquids
like alcohol and pressing them against an address that
has been typed on the back of cards or rolls of paper
with ink that will transfer to the wetted surface.
If you choose the stencil process you automatically
choose Elliott because Elliott is the world's only manu
facturer of the stencil process.
If you already use metal address plates, you can change
to Elliott equipment and the savings to you will pay you
from 25% to 50% per year of the cost of such a change.
1f you desire the wet form process, an Elliott Addressing
Machine with nonstcncil address cards will give it to you
and you will only have to change the address cards if
you later want to switch to the Elliott stencil process.

[20]
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,

Whitman M ass., Factory

Atlanta Georgia, Factory

Today, in addition to these three Elliott factories in
the U. S. A., there are three Elliott factories in foreign
countries.
These factories were built — not by advertising and
not by selling but by the patented superiority of Elliott
Addressing Equipment.
[21
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Harmon Elliott’s
Addressing Machine Inventions

Showing United States Patent Office Numbers and Dates
Pat. Office
Number

Pat Office
Dale Granted dum ber

1,000,501 Aug. 15, 1911 1,982,504
1,036,200 Aug. 20, 1912 1,985,244
1,064,303 June 10, 1913 1,985,245
1,068,578 July 29, 1913 1,985,246
1,136,591 Apr. 20, 1915 1,985,247
1,563,268 Nov. 24, 1925 1,986,142
1,581,726 Apr. 20, 1926 1,986,800
1,588,099 June 8, 1926 1,988,113
1,593,210 July 20, 1926 1,990,534
1,614,547 Jan. 18, 1927 1,990,535
1,662,964 Mar. 20, 1928 1,996,954
1,694,619 Dec. 11, 1928 1,996,955
1,728,200 Sept. 17, 1929 2,013,089
1,801,729 Apr. 21, 1931 2,015,552
1,807,309 May 26, 1931 2,016,855
1,833,936 Dec. 1, 1931 2,022,539
1,833,937 Dec. 1, 1931 2,022,540
1,833,938 Dec. 1, 1931 2,035,695
1,867,399 July 12, 1932 2,042,516
1,872,130 Aug. 16, 1932 2,049,537
1,874,476 Aug. 30, 1932 2,053,070
1,880,931 Oct. 4, 1932 2,053,071
1,880,932 Oct. 4, 1932 2,054,695
1,883,643 Oct. 18, 1932 2,088,468
1,909,910 May 16, 1933 2,088,469
1,909,911 May 16, 1933 2,091,435
1,909,912 May 16, 1933 2,106,675
1.909,913 May 16, 1933 2,131,503
1,916,564 July 4, 1933 2,134,814
1,921,511 Aug. 8, 1933 2,134,815
1,921,512 Aug. 8, 1933 2,144,650
1,922,533 Aug. 15, 1933 2,145,299
1,928,311 Sept. 26, 1933 2,145,300
1,937,750 Dec. 5, 1933 2,145,301
1,937,751 Dec. 5, 1933 2,152,178
1,949,535 Mar. 6. 1934 2,152,179
1,956,672 May 1, 1934 2,152,180
1,958,535 May 15, 1934 2.158,749
1,966,664 July 17, 1934 2,165,748
1,976,928 Oct. 16, 1934 2,185,014

Pat. Offiice
Date Granted Number

Nov. 27, 1934
Dec. 25, 1934
Dec. 25, 1934
Dec. 25, 1934
Dec. 25, 1934
Jan. 1, 1935
Jan. 8, 1935
Jan. 15, 1935
Feb. 12, 1935
Feb. 12, 1935
Apr. 9, 1935
Apr. 9, 1935
Sept. 3, 1935
Sept. 24, 1935
Oct. 8, 1935
Nov. 26, 1935
Nov. 26, 1935
Mar. 31, 1936
June 2, 1936
Aug. 4. 1936
Sept. 1, 1936
Sept. 1, 1936
Sept. 15, 1936
July 27, 1937
July 27, 1937
Aug. 21, 1937
Jan. 25, 1938
Sept. 27, 1938
Nov. 1, 1938
Nov. 1, 1938
Jan. 24, 1939
Jan. 31, 1939
Jan. 31, 1939
Jan. 31, 1939
Mar. 28, 1939
Mar. 28, 1939
Mar. 28, 1939
May 16, 1939
July H. 1939
Dec. 26, 1939
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2,189,104
2,193,064
2,198,004
2,198,992
2,206,743
2,210,712
2.210,713
2,213,341
2,213,490
2,230,451
2,230,452
2,239,353
2.239,354
2.239,355
2,248,403
2,248,404
2,261,876
2,262,798
2,267,195
2,322,119
2,335,498
2,335,499
2,338,170
2,344,345
2,345,965
2,345,557
2,347,404
2,388.315
2,414,937
2,419,345
2,444,187
2,502,133

Date Granted

Feb. 6. 1940
Mar. 12, 1940
Apr. 23, 1940
Apr. 30, 1940
July 2, 1940
Aug. 6, 1940
Aug. 6. 1940
Sept. 3, 1940
Sept. 3, 1940
Feb. 4, 1941
Feb. 4, 1941
Apr. 22, 1941
Apr. 22, 1941
Apr. 22, 1941
July 8, 1941
July 8, 1941
Nov. 4, 1941
Nov. 18, 1941
Dec. 23. 1941
June 15, 1943
Nov. 30, 1943
Nov. 30, 1943
Jan. 4, 1944
Mar. 14, 1944
Apr. 4, 1944
Apr. 4, 1944
Apr. 25. 1944
Nov. 6, 1945
Jan. 28, 1947
Apr. 22, 1947
June 29, 1948
Mar. 28, 1950

A nd M any
P e n d in g

Engine room.
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Harmon Elliott Makes an Addressing
Machine That Is Five Times Faster
Than Other Addressing Machines
and It Also Prints Post Cards.
^rom 1898 until 1925 the Elliotts had never been able
to build a simple and sure automatic feeding device
to feed envelopes into and out of addressing machines.
Many complicated and high-priced machines were
built, but they were so expensive that only the largest
addressing machine users could afford them.
One Monday morning, on his way to work, Harmon
Elliott passed through his kitchen and noticed the wash
woman turning an old-fashioned hand-crank clothes
wringer.
As he was driving down
to the factory that morn
ing he conceived the idea
of making an addressing
machine that, instead of
squeezing a stationary
address card against a
stationary envelope, as
you would squeeze them
together in a vise, would
squeeze the address card
and envelope together as they would be squeezed to
gether by running them through a clothes wringer.
This Elliott Automatic “Clothes Wringer” Addressing
Machine, which is shown on page 37, is so simple and

[ 24 ]

sure in operation and so low in price that it makes ad
dressing machines that require the hand feeding of
envelopes look foolish.
When this little automatic machine was first perfected,
Harmon Elliott arranged for its unveiling at a convention
of Elliott salesmen in New York City.
So with his Sales Manager, Advertising Manager and
Factory Superintendent he took a train for New York
and took this little machine right along with him in the
Pullman car drawing room.
When they arrived at Grand Central Station in New
York, Harmon Elliott was afraid to let the Pullman or
station porter.1 carry this precious machine and so he
asked one of his own men to take it to the taxicab.
But the elation and enthusiasm over this great new
Elliott invention had called for a celebration on the train,
which accounts for the fact that as the crowd walked up
the ramp the precious machine fell on the concrete.
But the pieces were carefully picked up and the ma
chine put in working order in time for the “unveiling”
where Harmon Elliott invited everyone to turn the crank
as fast as possible and receive a prize of a new hat if
they could make the machine miss or jam.
When telling of the exclamations of astonishment and
applause which he received at that meeting, Hannon El
liott remarks that if a business “promoter” or “capitalist”
could ever experience the thrill of such an accomplish
ment he would never again speak of a “poor inventor.”

[ 25]
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In the smith shop we give apprentices every opportunity to become familiar with the work.

Harmon Elliott’s Greatest Invention
E lliott ’s greatest invention is an address
ing machine into which an endless web of blank
paper feeds from a roll and out of which comes
forms completely addressed, printed, scored and dated.
(It is shown on page 50.)
When Elliott’s competitors saw this machine they
brought a patent suit to try to stop Elliott from building it.
To prosecute this patent suit, which was brought be
fore the Federal Court in Cleveland, Ohio, Elliott’s com
petitors imported high-priced patent attorneys from
Chicago and Nrw York City.
They were trying to upset the Harmon Elliott patent
by proving to the Court that a patent many years prior to
the Elliott patent had described a mechanism that would
print and address and chop off bills from an endless roll of
paper just as perfectly as Harmon Elliott’s new machine
would do it.
The famous patent attorney from New York City told
the judge that Elliott’s competitor had made a machine
according to this old patent and had it running in a room
near the courthouse.
When everyone was gathered around this machine, the
plaintiff'sexpert mechanic carefullyshowed the judge that
the machinewasmade exactly according to the old patent.
And then they turned on the electricity and the ma
chine ran perfectly.
The roomful of witnesses glanced at Harmon Elliott
about the way the spectators at a murder trial look at the
murderer when the foreman of the jury says, “Guilty of
murder in the first degree.”

H

armon

[ 27]

No one in the room knew that Harmon Elliott had
spent three years trying to make a machine of his own
exactly like the mechanism of the old patent and had
learned that two separate feeds on the same web of paper
could not be made to feed exactly alike.
His three years’ experience enabled Harmon Elliott to
quickly perceive that his competitors had played a trick
on the judge, and a trick that he could very easily expose right
then and there.
With the judge’s permission, Elliott pulled a larger
loop of the web of paper between the intermittent feed
(C) and the continuous rotary feed (EE) as shown by
the dotted line.

a

The fact that the feed (EE) was feeding more than the
feed (C) was proved by the fact that when the machine
was again operated the loop of paper was quickly dimin
ished to position (D), which caused the printed addresses
to get out of register with the other printing on each bill.
Harmon Elliott says his only memory of that moment
was the slight lift of the judge’s eyebrows and the very
evident confusion of the conspirators.
Then Elliott explained to the judge why it is a me
chanical impossibility for two separate feeds to feed

[28]

alike, and how after three years he had discarded his first
experimental double feed machine and had invented the
single feed Elliott Bill Printer in which an endless web of
paper runs continuously through'' the rotary printing
mechanism, but this same web of paper stops dead still 200
times per minute for the addresses to be printed upon it.
To see how simply Harmon
Elliott accomplished this amaz
ing result, take a piece of string
and pass it through button
holes (for tension), as shown.
Then, while you pull it very
slowly with your left hand,
keep raising and lowering the
string between the buttonholes
with the index finger of your
right hand.
Note that while the string in your left hand is continu
ously moving, the string at Position X has a starting and
slopping movement.
Imagine an endless web of paper taking the place of
this string and substitute for your left hand a continu
ously running rotary printing mechanism that continu
ously pulls the web of paper along as it prints it. Then at
X imagine an addressing mechanism that squeezes each
address card against this web of paper to print the ad
dress whenever the paper stops dead still at X.
This Elliott Addressing Machine is constantly displac
ing competing bill printing addressing machines which
first sever the bills from the roll of paper and then skid
the individual bills through the machine on continuously
running tapes.

[29]

Harmon Elliott first Invents and then
Discards the “Zig-Zag” Feed

U

n c l e S am asked Elliott to build a machine that
would imprint the top lines of each address card
in the left column of a government payroll sheet

[ 30]

and imprint the bottom line of each address card in the
right-hand column of the same sheet.
To do this Harmon Elliott invented an addressing ma
chine with only one addressing head through which this
government pay sheet zig-zagged.
Although it did the work and satisfied the Govern
ment, Harmon Elliott considered this zig-zag addressing
machine to be a slow, noisy mechanical “abortion,” be
cause it took 60 revolutions of the addressing machine to
imprint the 30 lines of each government pay sheet and
the masks injured the address cards.
His dissatisfaction with this zig-zag idea caused him to
invent an Elliott addressing machine with two addressing
heads side by side above the address card tracks which
addressed two adjacent address cards simultaneously. (It
is shown on page 48.)
No mask is used and the sheet is fed straight instead of
zig-zag. The speed is doubled and the noise of the zig
zag mechanism is eliminated.
Because of Elliott patents all competing addressing
machines do double-column addressing by Elliott's ob
solete zig-zag process.
And the two printing heads of Elliott double-head
Elliott Addressing Machines have eliminated the neces
sity for carbon copies of addressing machine addresses on
many other kinds of work in many different lines of
business.

How an Elliott Address Card
Prints Its Address

The stencilable center of the Elliott Plasticote Address
Card is so tough that it must be temporarily softened to
permit the types of a typewriter to stencil it.
But after the address is stenciled, an Elliott Address
Card quickly hardens just as cement hardens.
This microscopic photograph
(enlarged many times) shows
the impression of the letter “O”
made in the ink-proof coating of
an Elliott Address Card by a
typewriter while the coating was
temporarily soft.
Like soft cement, the tempo
rarily softened coating can be
spread aside by the face of the
typewriter type (with ribbon off,
of course), but in a few minutes
this coating will harden and be
come as permanent as cement.
This shows how an inked rub
ber roller and a flat metal anvil
squeeze an Elliott Ad
Inked Rubber Roll
dress Card against an
Address Stencil
envelope with great
Envelope
pressure (as in a vise),
so that the ink from
Flat Metal Platen
the surface of the rub
ber roller will pass through the stenciled characters to
print an address.

[ 32]

Makes Form Letters Look Personal

One of the addresses shown below was typewriter
typed through a ribbon directly upon an envelope.
The other address was printed by an Elliott Addressing
Machine through an Elliott Address Card which was
stenciled by the same typewriter.
Can you tell them apart?
The Elliott Company
143 Albany Street
Cambridge, Mass.
The Elliott Company
143 Albany Street
Cambridge, Mass.

At a turn of the crank, this Elliott address card soften
ing machine delivers address cards with temporarily
softened centers to the typist who typewrites stencil
addresses into Elliott Address Cards as
fast as she could type addresses on
envelopes.
ff 4
Any standard typewriter can be
used.
[33]

[34]
View in foundry during the progress of a heat.

This World’s Lowest Priced
Tray-Loaded Card Index Addressing
Machine Is Sold as an Elliott
Advertisement
It sells for about onehalf the price of a port
able typewriter. It is
made by the Elliott
Company at no profit
and is on sale by thou
sands of dealers at
about one-half the price
it would sell at if priced
for profit.
Usual advertising
tells the world about
products by words and
pictures. This Elliott Addresserette is telling the
world the wonders of
the Elliott process of
machine addressing by
deeds instead of words.

[35]

A Hand Fed,
Hand Crank Addressing Machine
More than 75,000 of this model Elliott Addressing
Machine are in use.
A turn of the crank prints the address and ejects the
addressed envelope and address card and brings the
next address card into addressing position. Address
cards are inserted and removed by the trayful.
It is faster and easier to operate dian the Addresserette and is made to fit all sizes of Elliott Address Cards.

[ 36]

The World’s Lowest Priced Automatic
Form Feeding Addressing Machine

The interesting story of Harmon Elliott’s invention of
this machine is told on pages 24 and 25.
In spite of its low price and simplicity, it has the world's
surest automatic envelope feed and addresses at a speed
of 125 different addresses per minute.
Competition offers no automatic form feeding ma
chine for less than four times its price.

[ 37]

The World’s Only Addressing Machine
That Both Prints and Addresses Post Cards

Entirely automatic and at a speed of 100 cards per
minute, this Elliott Addressing Machine will print a
message or advertisement on the backs of post cards.
Then put the same cards back in the insert hopper
address side up and it will print a different address on the
front side of every card at a speed of 125 cards per minute.
For time elapsed from idea to finished cards in the
mail box it is sensational.
It prints the SA M E i
on the b ack of evei

[ 38]

It prints a
DIFFEREN T address
on the front of
e v e ry card

[3 9 ]
Our corps of merciless inspectors testing the Elliott Hickory Wheels.

Elliott’s Lowest Priced
Sheet Listing Addresser

A Portable Tray-loaded Pay Sheet Listing Addressing
Machine that can be operated by Hand Lever or Foot
Lever or Electric Drive.
It is made only to fit 2 x 4Mz" size Address Cards.
It has an Address Repeating Attachment and Address
Skipping Attachment. It may be installed first with the
Hand Lever and then the Foot Lever base, or the Electric
Drive base may be added later.

[40]

Elliott’s Medium Priced
Sheet Listing Addresser
For general office work this Model 3000 Junior ad
dresses pay sheets face up and automatically feeds any
sheet from line to line. It will also address all other forms.
Its speed is 80 addresses per minute and it takes a trayful
of 250 address cards at one loading. It is furnished with
either foot lever or electric drive.
[ 41

]

Elliott’s Famous Model 3000 Senior
For heavy duty, complicated addressing problems this
Model 3000 Senior will do superior work for many mil
lions of addresses. A few of its 43 attachments are de
scribed on the following pages.

[42]

All Elliott Model 3000 Senior Machines have three
Foot Pedals.
If the operator presses the
Print Pedal, the Elliott Addressing Machine will print
the address that is in addressing position and automati
cally bring the next address card into addressing position.
Skip Pedal, the addressing machine will bring the next
address card into addressing position but will not make
an imprint from the address card that is in addressing
position.
Repeat Pedal, the machine will make an imprint from
the address card in addressing position but will not bring
the next address card into addressing position so that
repeat addresses can be made as long as the repeat pedal
is pressed.
It is so silent in operation that office executives can
think while it operates.
[43]

<r '
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Suction Form Feeder Attachment
Here the Elliott Model 3000 Addressing Machine is
shown with an automatic suction form feeding attach
ment.

[44]

’

With Endless Roll Printing Attachment
INSTALLMENT COUPONS

This Elliott Address
ing Machine turns a
roll of blank paper into
completely printed and
addressed coupons that
are used for many pur
poses such as this in
stallment payment cou
pon book with each
coupon printed, ad
dressed, dated, scored
and chopped off in
book form.
Department stores use this machine to print, date,
score, address, and chop off monthly statements from an
endless roll of blank paper.
[ 45]
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Automatic Address Selecting Attachment
Selective addressing is accomplished through the use
of stencils which have holes punched in their frames to
classify them. Electric contact fingers are placed in the
selector head to correspond with holes in the frames of
the addresses desired.

[46]

These six machines are used to accurately position
selector holes in the frames of Elliott Address Stencils to
classify them for selective addressing.

M ail O rder Punch

[ 47]

K eyb oard Punch

Double Addressing Heads for Tax Sheets
With these 2% x W i address stencils and this double
printing head Model 3000 Senior, both the name and
description columns of a Tax Assessment sheet are listed
simultaneously at twice competitive speed because the
sheet does not have to Zig-Zag. (See page 30.)

[48]

[49]
Shipping room.

Harmon Elliott’s Greatest Invention

Not a BETTER W AY
But the ONLY W AY

that
Public Utility PostCardBills
like this can be addressed
and printed on both sides
simultaneously.

Read its story
on page 21

A New Process for Dividend
Cheques and Insurance Premiums
After Remington Rand Punched Cards
for Dividend Cheques, Insurance Premium
Notices, etc., are completed, this machine
prints the addresses on them.

It cannot make a mistake be
cause the addressee’s serial num
ber, denoted by holes in both the
Elliott Address Stencil and Rem
ington Rand Punched Card to be
addressed, must match perfectly
or the Elliott Addressing Machine
will automatically stop.
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An Elliott Machine Without Competition
For Book of the Month Clubs

This Elliott Addressing
Machine is entirely auto
matically controlled by the
holes in the Elliott address
cards. It itemizes all bills
and keeps all records of
books shipped and books
paid for or returned by
Doubleday & Company’s
millions of Book Club
members.

[ 52]

All our work is built from the most carefully prepared plans, the draughting room
being in charge of just that kind of a man.

Automatic Envelope Addressing
Where an address selecting attachment is not required
while automatically feeding and addressing envelopes,
we recommend this entirely rotary Automatic Envelope
Feed Addresser.

[ 54]

Automatic Selective Envelope Addressing

[55]
This Elliott Automatic Envelope Feed Addresser is entirely controlled by holes
punched in the Elliott Address Cards. It automatically feeds all kinds of forms auto
matically, addressing only those desired, and automatically skipping all unwanted
addresses. It automatically fails to feed a blank form when an address is skipped.

For Publishers with Small Lists
A Small Hand Crank Addresser for
marginal addressing publications.
Speed
50 addresses per minute
—

[56]

An Automatic Subscription Expirator
for Publishers

J. B. Josephs
25 Tremont Ave.
New York City

54768
6-5-7
March 11

CA*5

rORM n o

This Automatic Expired Subscription Ejector decides
in which hopper the address stencil will drop when it
comes out of the addressing machine. It is used by pub
lishers to automatically remove expired subscriptions
from the mailing list.

Wrapper Addressing Machine
for Publishers
A close-up of our automatic wrapper addressing ma
chine, showing the automatic ejector unit, which ejects
the stencils for expired subscribers while preparing
wrappers for the current issue.
[58

]

An Automatic Publication Margin
Addresser for Publishers

This Elliott Addressing Machine prints addresses di
rectly on the margins of publications.
A suction feeds the top publication to addressing posi
tion. Alter receiving its address, each publication drops
on an intermittently moving belt which fans the addressed
publications out for correct group bundling.
[

59]

Double Addressing Heads for Publishers
Because of its double printing heads, proof lists of all
subscribers are addressed and chopped off simultaneously
as this machine addresses and rolls up the mailer strip.
This same machine is supplied with only one printing
head to address only the mailer strip and can be made
with or without the automatic address card expirator
shown on page 57.

[60]

For Addressing and Sorting Mail Order
Catalog Labels or Publisher’s Renewal
Notices Automatically

The position of holes in the Elliott Address Cards
automatically causes this machine to print and chop off
catalog labels or publisher’s renewal notices and auto
matically sort them into different pockets according to the
comparative volume of business received from each mail
order customer or the expiration date of each publica
tion subscription, so that four or more different catalogs
or expiration notices may be grouped accurately from
only one run of the Elliott Address Cards through the
addressing machine.

No Protruding Tabs

Note how the index written on an inverted Elliott
Address Card is visible along the groove formed by the
index notches in the Elliott Address Cards that are not
inverted.
Thus any Elliott Address Card becomes an index card
when inverted and because the edges of our 12 different
colored cards are also colored, you avoid the complica
tion and cost of protruding index tabs and protruding
color tabs.
Elliott filin g troys are m ad* in
threo lengths to hold 125 or
25 0 or 35 0 address sten cils.

IA
A/

Note ho w
entire tray
of ad d ress cards
is slid into hopper
of an Elliott A d d ressin g
M achin e.

[62]

Here, in Comparative Size, Are Shown Four
Elliott Address Card Storage Cabinets
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Here Are Shown in Actual Size the Five Sizes
of Address Cards That We Manufacture.
A Size to Fit Every Requirement
ELLIOTT H P
H. P. E llio tt
143 Albany S t. ,
Cambridge, Mass.
This IV 2 " x 3 " card is not supplied w ith index notch.

ELLIOTT H P
H. P. E llio tt
143 Albany S t.,
Cambridge, Mass.
This 2

x 4 3/ i ” cord fits a m etal ad d ress plate cabinet.
FRONT

ARD 1234
J E BLIZZARD
34 MARCHLE ST
ARDMORE PA

1234
ARD
EMP

This 2 " x 4 }/ i " address card will print up to 7 lines.

16

FRONT TOP

16
392

-

392

JOHN & MARY MILLER
1008 PLAIN ST
CITY

Lot 7 exc S.E'ly 5 ft & exc N.E’ly 22
ft of N.W'ly 50 ft & also S.E'ly 10 ft
of alley adjoining N.W’ly line of ad
part of Lot 7 Blk 170 City of Saginaw
in Division North of Cass Street

T h is 2 3A " x

4'/2"

a d d r e s s c a r d w ill p r i n t u p t o 1 2 l i n e s

SURFACE RALPH
OTHER M EM BERS OF HOUSEHOLD

D A T E LAdj.
etter

V,x
"//z

s

7*

A M 'T

os
/o.so

D A T E LAdj
etter

4

..

RALPH SURFACE
R2

B89
LEBANON

OHIO

3
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These Elliott Stamping Machines

operate by hand lever, foot lever, electric dial and electric
keyboard. They stamp manufacturers’ metal description
tags. They also cut Gothic stencils that are used for
photograph negative marking, glass etching masks,
stereopticon slides, and address cards.

Their stamping work is shown
above and their stencil work
is shown below.
S 4 — 1/12 inch
SAMI* LE •*— 1/10 inch
CrUTH I C •+— 1 /8 inch
"* 3/16 inch
TH l

TYPE

[66]

We keep a large corps (not corpse) of trained inventors constantly at work making
improvements and getting out new styles.

Less Weight and Bulk
Figure what you pay for rent per square foot per year
and compute your annual saving from the fact that
Elliott Address Cards require one-half the floor space
required by metal address plates.

And consider the speed and labor saving of handling
trays holding 350 non-metallic address cards weighing
only 3 pounds versus handling trays of the same size but
holding only 175 metal address plates weighing 14
pounds.
The EUiott Way
If there were 175,000 addresses to handle:
500 Trays — 500 Trips from files to machine and back to files. Operator
carries 1,500 pounds each way.

With Old-Fashioned Metal Address Plates

1,000 Trays— 1,000 Trips from files to machine and back to file.
Operator carries 14,000 pounds each way.

There have been cases of changes from metal address
plates to Elliott Address Cards because the per square
foot weight capacity of the building floor was exceeded
by the weight of metal address plates.
[68]

Here an Elliott Addressing Machine with combina
tion Punch Card-Address Cards combines all the fea
tures of Punched Card Statistical Machinery with Me
chanical Addressing.
[ 69]

No Waiting for Address Plates

Any standard typewriter with a simple platen clamp, which we furnish
to fit it, will stencil addresses into Elliott Address Cards at a speed of 1000
per eight-hour day.
For more speed Underwood and L. C. Smith make these special type
writers which stencil Elliott Address Cards without bending the address
cards around the typewriter platen. And Royal, Remington, and ElliottFisher make special typewriters for stenciling Elliott Address Cards.
After a typist has stenciled a name and address in an Elliott Address
Card at typewriter speed this Electric Keyboard machine punches the
holes that completely classify it and enables it to give you all the statistics
obtainable from old-fashioned Punched Cards.

[ 70 ]

Thousands of business concerns fasten Elliott Address
Cards to large ledger cards or other large forms with
wire staples after the address has been stenciled into the
Elliott Address Card. Then the ledger cards with stencil
attached can be inserted one by one to print the ad
dresses as shown above.
[ 71 ]

This is the largest Addressing Machine that Elliott
ever built — it was completed in 1950 for Montgomery
Ward & Co.
It combines all the features of Punch Card Machinery
with all the functions of Elliott Addressing Machinery.

[ 72 ]

The following Elliott Publications will be mailed upon
request and our nearest Elliot Office will answer your
questions without obligating you.

1. Folder describing the Elliott Cardvertiser
which Prints and Addresses Post Cards.
2. Book on the Elliott System for Laundries.
3. Book on the Elliott System for Banks and Trust
Companies.
4. Book on the Elliott System for Publishers.
5. Book on the Elliott System for Public Utility
Companies.
6. Book on the Elliott System for Coal Dealers.
7. Book on the Elliott System for Payroll Work.
8. Book on the Elliott System for Insurance Com
panies.
9. Book on the Elliott System for Tax Work.
'-------------------

The E lliott A ddressing M achine Co., with Head Office
at 143 A lbany St ., C ambridge , M ass., has complete
S ales and S ervice O ffices at:
133 Cedar Si............................8004
1 Columbia St.,
Place....................Albany
644
W........... HOpkins
AT 08835-1120
2112Antone
N. Charles N.St..................
3717
2013 FirstSt.Ave.,
N....................Ala
3-8183
Jefferson
at
9th.................
353
Sl ..........................C
Leveland 6333
.775
968UjMain
Grecndale
Drive............3-5371
Box
6677.................................43518
421
S.
Church
St...................
3-4894
N.
.131
Wabash
Ave............. DEarborn
CHerry 62612-2681
906 S.Main
St.......................
.
Endicott
1-6011
..77
3743S. Prospect
Ave.
.
.
.
.
.
ADams 9738
Fourth St.
. .........
PRospect
7-4258
.1724
Canton
St...................
0475
.614 Cooper Bldg............... KEystone
Woodward
1-3798
.341
W,
Lafayette
Blvd......
901 W. Vickery................ .2-8631
9-3045
604
Bldg.
&
Loan
Bldg.......
Charter 4-8873
.238
1410 Jefferson
7541
MeridianSt..............
St............ Riley
4,
.1312 Hendricks
Ave..........
. 9-6685
Victor 5869
. 1013 Grand Ave.......
.3099-JC
244
N.
Upper
St........
...
Richmond 6176
1200 S. Hill St.................. .Jackson
.211
Market St..............
8-5494 8641
. 13 N.W.Manassas
St............ .2-1694
175
Fourth
Sl ......... , .Uptown 3-3710
3319N.
N.E.35th
St................
1981
.318
Lumber
Exchange.
. . . .MAin
.5-1488
. 150 4ih Ave., N................
New Haven 5-3974
.817
39 Whitney
Ave................
.RAymond 1800
.117 Poydras
Leonard St.................
St.. ........... Walker 5-1372
N.
,907-A North Hudson......... .7-1711
2818
.300 Sunderland Bldg......... . Atlantic
Orlando 8158
13-15 S. Main Sl............... KI
5-2515
. 1003
1214 Walnut
St.................
1-6740
Penn. Ave................. . . ATIantic
Portland 3-9091
. 57 Exchange St................. .. ,ATwater
6684
.215
S.
W.
Park
Ave...........
, Dexter 1-4832
.264
St.....................
2-2946
. 126WBroad
S. Salisbury
St......... .. . u-9766
1429
West
Main
St...........
.. Jefferson
HAmilton 5062
117
Cutler
Bldg................
4, N.
.3315-3317 Olive St............ . .3-6082 0454
.424 Ness Bldg ,
Fannin 1181
. 208 Bedell Bldg................. . ..SUitcr
1-6456
.330-336
Battery
Sl ........... . MAin 0374
.2307 Second
Ave...............
.. MAin
7811
.512
Realty
Bldg................
6-3926
.314 Locust St.................... . 2-6629
S. Warren ............. . HObart 2646
N. Y.............. .513
.1725
Wisconsin
Ave.,
N.
W
410-420 1st Nat. Bank Bldg. .2-4358
N.
. 1 Blackstone Sl . . . ......... . . Worcester 7-5356
Craig St., W.......................UNivcraity
1, O . .................. 137 Wellington St., W..............Elgin 4040
N. Y................

A b i l e n e , T e x a s .....................
A l b a n y 7,
A t l a n t a 5, G a .......................
B a l t i m o r e 18, M d ..............
B i r m i n g h a m , A l a .................
B o i s e , I d a h o ...........................
B u f f a l o 3, N . Y ....................
C h a r l e s t o n 2, W . V a . . .
C h a r l e s t o n , S . C .................
C h a r l o t t e 1,
C ..............
C h i c a g o 3 , I I I .......................
C i n c i n n a t i 2, O h i o ..............
C l e v e l a n d 15. O h i o ............
C o l u m b u s 15, O h i o .............
D a l l a s 1, T e x a s .................
D e n v e r 2 , C o l o . ...............
D e t r o i t 2 6 , M i c h .................
F o r t W o r t h , T e x a s ...........
G r a n d R a p id s 2, M i c h . . .
H o u s t o n 2 , T e x a s ................
I n d ia n a p o l is
I n d ..............
J a c k s o n v i l l e , F l a ................
K a n s a s C i t y 6, M o ..............
L e x i n o t o n 4 3 , K y ................
L o s A n g e l e s 15, C a l ............
L o u i s v i l l e 2 , K y ...................
M e m p h i s 5, T e n n ...................
M i a m i 3 2 , F l a ........................
M i l w a u k e e 16, W is...........
M i n n e a p o l i s 1, M i n n .........
N a s h v i l l e , T e n n ...................
N e w H a v e n 10, C o n n .........
N e w O r l e a n s 12, L a ............
N e w Y o r k 13,
Y . ...........
O k l a h o m a C it y 2, O k l a . . .
O m a h a 2, N e b ........................
O r l a n d o 8 , F l a . ................ ..
P h i l a d e l p h i a 7, P a ..............
P i t t s b u r g h 2 2 , P a ................
P o r t l a n d 3, M a i n e
....
P o r t l a n d 5 , O r e ..................
P r o v i d e n c e 3, R . I ..............
R a l e i g h 1, N . C ......... . . .
R i c h m o n d 2 0 , V a . . ............
R ochester
Y ...............
S t . L o u is 3, M o ....................
S a i t L a k e C i t y 1, U t a h
S a n A n t o n io 5 , T e x a s . . . .
S a n F r a n c is c o 11, C a l .. . .
S e a t t l e 1, W a s h ...................
S p o k a n e 8 , W a s h ..................
S p r i n g f i e l d 8, M a s s ............
S y r a c u s e 2,
W ' a s h i n o t o n 7 , D . C ............
W in s t o n -S a l e m 1.
C ... .
W o r c e s t e r , M a s s ..................

M o n t r e a l 3 , C a n a d a .................. 6 4 0
oronto
nt

T

1316

And there are thousands of Elliott Dealers
in the smaller cities

AD-987-200M-7-50. RAGT

Printed in U.S.A.

